Together we make possible the transfer of knowledge between the academic environment and industry

http://ittransfer.space/
iTransfer Objectives

- Stimulating technological transfer and innovation
- The development of national/international partnerships between European organizations, units with RDI profiles and SMEs from Romania
- Orienting the scientific research topics of the academic staff towards domains/subdomains targeted by national and international programs and towards the concrete needs of the socio-economic environment
- Training a generation open to the European and international scientific environment in the spirit of innovation and technological development
The iTTransfer Technology Transfer Center (CTT-iT) within the “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași (UAIC) is a technology transfer center in the information technologies, communication, space and security domain. CTT-iT has the mission of stimulating innovation and technology transfer in order to capitalize the research results by introducing them into the economic circuit under the form of innovative products and services.

Founded in 2018 and accredited for a 5 years period, according to the Romanian Ministry of Research, Innovation and Digitalization accreditation decision, issued on the 26th of August 2021, CTT-iT was also designated as an entity of the innovation and technological transfer infrastructure.

Operating within the Faculty of Computer Science of UAIC and the University itself, CTT-iT brings together a dynamic team composed of teachers, researchers, programmers and analysts in the IT, economics, law or other complementary domains. Thereby, CTT-iT addresses directly both the needs of the academic environment regarding promotion services, marketing of research results and technology transfer intermediation services and the needs of enterprises for consulting services on the implementation of the innovative solutions.

Through the carried out activities, CTT-iT aims at stimulating innovation and technology transfer, developing national and international partnerships between European organizations, units with RDI profiles and SMEs in Romania, orienting the scientific research topics of our academic staff towards domains/subdomains targeted by national and international programs, the specific needs of the socio-economic environment and the training of a generation open to the scientific environment in the spirit of innovation and technological development.
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